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Chapter 1
G e n e r a l in tr o d u c tio n

Ernesto Villacis-Perez

Chapter 1

E c o lo g ic a l s p e c ia t io n a n d a d a p t iv e e v o lu t io n in a
h e r b iv o r o u s m it e
Host specialization and speciation in plant-herbivore interactions
The role of natural selection in the generation of biodiversity is one of the
cornerstones of evolutionary biology. The vast diversity of life forms that occupy
Earth’s environments prompted 19th- and 20th-century biologists to investigate the
complexity of ecological communities across multiple environments. Darwin and
Wallace formulated the hypothesis that selection from ecological interactions is a
major force driving the evolution of biodiversity (Darwin & Wallace 1858; Darwin
1859). Organisms in nature occupy multi-dimensional niches, determined by the
particular abiotic and biotic factors of an environment, and by the traits of the
organism that are suited for life in that environment. Such adaptive traits allow an
organism to persist in an environment by maximising its genetic contribution to the
next generation, i.e., by maximising its fitness (Darwin 1859; Dobzhansky 1956).
Adaptation is often inferred by the relative quantification of fitness proxies that
promote population growth in a particular environment, such as habitat preference,
adult reproductive output (i.e., the amount of offspring produced per time unit),
juvenile developmental time and mortality. By bringing together the frameworks of
genetics and evolutionary biology, Dobzhansky, Fisher and contemporary biologists
pictured how adaptation via natural selection may drive trait and organismal
evolution (Gloss & Whiteman 2016). Selection acts upon random heritable variation
(Fisher 1930). Across the spatial range of a species, local environments may differ in
the strength and direction in which selection affects local populations, driving them
towards different trait optima (Dobzhansky 1951; Levene 1953). Divergent selection
can promote patterns of local adaptation, in which the frequency of genetic variants
underlying adaptive traits changes between populations in different environments.
Local variants may underperform in alternative environments when the alleles that
confer an adaptive advantage in their home environment are not advantageous
elsewhere (Rose 1982). This drives the evolution of specialization, where there is a
trade-off between the ability to optimally exploit one environment and the ability
to exploit many environments, but to a lesser extent than the possible optimum
(Kawecki & Ebert 2004).
The persistence of local genetic variants will largely depend on the balance between
local selection and the amount of gene flow between local populations.
Recombination may erode local differentiation by homogenizing the gene pool of
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the species (Felsenstein 1981). Barriers to gene flow, leading to divergence towards
new species, are promptly achieved when populations are physically away from
each other (Lande 1980; Coyne & Orr 1989). Yet, evidence of ecology-based barriers
to gene flow has re-ignited research on speciation occurring in the presence of gene
flow (Bush 1975; Hawthorne & Via 2001; Via 2001; Roesti et al. 2015). Earlier
distinctions between sympatric and allopatric modes of speciation muffled the idea
that ecological specialization can contribute to evolutionary divergence across
spatial and temporal scales. The theoretical framework of ecological speciation
assumes that selection acts against gene flow, thus creating a proper split between
divergent populations (Via & Hawthorne 2002; Smadja & Butlin 2011). For example,
selection can act against hybrids that do not inherit the adaptive traits that allow
their parents to survive in their environments. Similarly, selection can act against
migrants that are not adapted to the local environment, reducing the possibility of
mating encounters in the parental environments (Villa et al. 2019). Pre-mating
isolating mechanisms, such as habitat or mate choice, may also evolve when
unsuccessful hybridization events impose strong selection, reinforcing reproductive
isolation. The genomes of incipient species will progress towards full differentiation
when loci under divergent selection become linked with speciation loci (Via &
Hawthorne 2002; Feder et al. 2012; Via 2012; Gavrilets 2014; Riesch et al. 2017).
The arms race between plants and herbivores nicely conceptualizes the framework
of ecological speciation. Plant immunity has evolved as a fine-tuned system that
recognizes the nature of an attack and ensues a tailored response against different
attackers (Berenbaum et al. 1986; Howe & Jander 2008; Pieterse et al. 2012). In
response, herbivore arthropods evolve mechanisms that allow them to overcome
the defence mechanisms of challenging host plant taxa. Traits that facilitate host
use in arthropods include i) behavioural avoidance of structural and chemical
defences; ii) enzymatic detoxification pathways that decrease the impact of plantderived defensive metabolites deployed upon herbivory; iii) transport mechanisms
involved in the excretion or sequestration of these metabolites; and iv) deploying
into their host plants pre-digestive factors that disrupt pathways involved in the
production of anti-herbivory defences (Win et al. 2012; Kant et al. 2015b; Van
Leeuwen & Dermauw 2016; Heckel 2018). Herbivores may experience different
plant taxa as discrete habitats open for colonization. A general observation is that
many herbivores spend their entire life, from egg to adult, on their hosts, on which
they develop, feed, find mates, and oviposit. Thus, populations that adapt to feeding
on different host plant species may become isolated from each other (S R Diehl &
Bush 1984; Bush 1987). Host plant adaptation may contribute to speciation by
3
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creating or reinforcing reproductive barriers between host-adapted herbivore
populations (Mayr 1947; Dres & Mallet 2002; Rundle & Nosil 2005; Seehausen et al.
2014; Forbes et al. 2017). Empirical evidence for this premise in different
herbivorous arthropods is increasing.

Ecological specialization and speciation in herbivorous arthropods
Across arthropod phylogenies, herbivore taxa are highly speciose (Futuyma &
Agrawal 2009; Wiens et al. 2015). Empirical evidence supporting the idea that host
shifts contribute to herbivore speciation has accumulated in the last decade
(reviewed in Shafer & Wolf 2013; Forbes et al. 2017). Reproductive isolation
between once panmictic populations of a herbivore can evolve when they adapt to
different hosts species, facilitating the fixation of adaptive traits related to the use
of alternative hosts. The causal relationship between host specialization and insect
diversification has been established in plant-herbivore systems where the
introduction of a novel host plant species into the range of a herbivore previously
adapted to another ancestral host has been documented. The system put forward
by Guy Bush in the sixties argued in favour of ecological speciation, amidst a strong
wave of evolutionary biologists who were against the idea of speciation occurring
in the face of gene flow (Bush 1966; Bush 1969).
Local hawthorn trees were replaced by apple crops when apple farming was
introduced to the Northwestern United States in the mid-1800s. Populations of
Rhagoletis pomonella fruit flies, which preferentially used native hawthorn, started
using apple as a host across parts of their geographical range (Walsh 1867).
Diapausing pupae match the time of hatching into adult flies with the phenology of
their preferred host fruits; hawthorn is the predominant fruit for early hatchers,
while apple is predominant for late hatchers. Timing of diapause is selected by host
availability, and this results in genome-wide differentiation between hostassociated populations (Feder et al. 1998; Feder et al. 2005; Egan et al. 2015a).
Reproductive isolation between host-associated genotypes (so-called host races) is
achieved by several mechanisms: the host races experience allochronic separation
of individuals that hatch at different times of the seasons, and choice for the
parental host fruits further contributes to the assortative mating among the host
races (Feder et al. 1993; Feder et al. 1994).
Additional plant-herbivore systems, in which shifts towards novel hosts promote
herbivore speciation, have been documented since then. For example, cases of
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diversification within two species of rhopalid bugs have been documented when
bug populations started using exotic host plants that were recently introduced into
their range. Populations of the bug Jadera haemotoloma from the southern United
States started using the Taiwanese rain tree (Koelreuteria elegans) as a host, which
was introduced in Florida in the 1950s, instead of their ancestral host, the balloon
vine (Cardiospermum corundum; Carroll 1988). Similarly, populations of the
soapberry bug Leptocoris tagalicus started using Cardiospermum grandiflorum as a
novel host after it was introduced to Australia in the 1920s, instead of its native
Alectryon hosts (Carroll et al. 2005). Rhopalid bugs feed from the host’s seeds, which
they access by piercing through the fruit flesh with their extended proboscis, and in
both cases, the amount of fruit flesh differed between ancestral and novel hosts; in
response, the morphology of the bug’s mouthparts evolved in order to better
exploit the novel fruit (Carroll et al. 2001; Carroll et al. 2005). Mouthpart
morphology has a genetic basis in these species, and selection acts against migrants
and hybrids from non-natal hosts, where they cannot access the seeds due to
morphological impairments (Carroll 1988; Carroll et al. 1997; Carroll et al. 2001;
Carroll et al. 2005). These fitness differences, in addition to host preferences,
promote reproductive isolation between host-associated populations by reducing
chances to encounter mates on or around their natal hosts (Carroll & Boyd 1992).
The above-mentioned examples helped establish a proof of principle for ecological
speciation in plant-herbivore interactions, and have laid the groundwork to study
the genomic architecture underlying ecological specialization and speciation
(Carroll et al. 2001; Doellman et al. 2019). However, a setback for these classic insect
systems is that they are difficult to raise in the laboratory since they depend on tree
species as hosts and they reproduce only once or a few times per year (S R Diehl &
Bush 1984; Carroll 1988). These intrinsic characteristics can complicate efforts to
dissect the genetic bases underlying adaptive traits, because high resolution genetic
mapping generally requires organisms with high recombination rates. Researchers
have turned to biological systems with life histories that are more suited for
experimental research (e.g. Belliure et al. 2010; Schneeberger 2014). Among these,
herbivorous mites contain all the key ingredients to study adaptive evolution and
speciation in the field and in the laboratory.
Herbivorous mites are a polyphyletic group (Matsuda et al. 2014), widely distributed
across ecosystems, with species ranging from specialists that feed from one or a few
related host species to extreme generalists (Andres & Prout 1960; Boudreaux 1963;
Helle & Van Zon 1970; Helle & Sabelis 1985; Migeon et al. 2010). Mites can build
5
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very large populations on their host plants. In most species, all life stages feed from
either the outer cell layers of the leaves or stem, or from the cells in the parenchyma
layer (Helle & Sabelis 1985). Mites are easily reared under controlled environmental
conditions, so the quantification of fitness proxies is amenable in large numbers and
at the level of the individual and the population (Belliure et al. 2010). Analogous to
local adaptation, adaptation to one host is measured as either relative to another
host (i.e., home vs. away), or relative to a different population per host (i.e., local
vs. foreign; Kawecki & Ebert 2004). Specialist and generalist taxa are thought to deal
differently with their hosts: the fitness of specialist taxa is highest on natal hosts,
but it is lower on plant species outside their host range, while generalists perform
similarly across species inside their range without performing optimally on any of
them (Futuyma & Agrawal 2009; Ali & Agrawal 2012). For example, the specialist
cassava mite, Mononychellus progresivus, performs better than the generalist
Oligonychus gossypii on cassava, whilst both of them occur on this host in nature
(Bonato & Gutierrez 1996). Populations of the generalist Tetranychus kanzawai
raised on non-native hosts have a lower rate of population increase compared to
the specialist of those hosts, T. parakanzawai (Gotoh & Gomi 2003). Tetranychus
urticae is an extreme generalist that is found sometimes on tomato, but tomato
specialists T. evansi and Aculops lycopersici deploy several mechanisms that allow
them to perform better on this host than competitors (Glas et al. 2014; Schimmel
et al. 2017; Schimmel et al. 2018). These examples show that specialists are adapted
to their hosts, but it also points to the fact that generalists may have different
mechanisms to deal with multiple hosts.

Adaptation and divergence in herbivorous mites
Whether generalist mite species are actually cryptic complexes of host-specialized
genotypes, or whether they truly are a ‘general purpose’ genotype that encodes for
plasticity in host use, is so far unknown and the major question behind this
dissertation. If host adaptation has a genetic basis, we would expect trade-offs in
fitness traits between hosts, which are evidence of antagonistic pleiotropy of gene
complexes selected upon specialization to one host, but not to another (Kawecki &
Ebert 2004). Evidence of antagonistic pleiotropy has been found in loci underlying
female reproductive output in Eutetranychus banksi, which lay fewer eggs on
experimental, non-native hosts than on hosts in their natural range (Mattos & Feres
2009). Females of the generalist T. urticae show variation in reproductive output on
different hosts: populations experimentally isolated on a particular host will build a
pattern of local adaptation in which they perform better on this host that on
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alternative ones (Gould 1979; Fry 1990; Gotoh et al. 1993; Krips et al. 1998; AguilarFenollosa et al. 2012). However, local adaptation in T. urticae does not necessarily
incur in fitness trade-offs on alternative hosts, and thus it is possible that phenotypic
plasticity facilitates host use in this species (Yano et al. 2001; Magalhães et al. 2009;
Magalhães et al. 2014; Marinosci et al. 2015; Miyazaki et al. 2015). Furthermore,
selection may target other traits associated with environmental factors rather than
to host species, such as diapause incidence (Kroon & Veenendaal 1998; Ito 2004; Ito
2009; Ito 2011) or fluctuation of environmental conditions (Olivieri et al. 1990; Li &
Margolies 1993). Thus, answering the question whether generalists adapt and
diverge into host races on different hosts requires an explicit consideration of the
spatial and temporal patterns of divergence within a species.

Molecular evidence of intraspecific divergence in herbivorous mites
Over the last 30 years, genetic characterization of host specialization in mite
populations has been established using single, or at best pairs of, neutral
mitochondrial and nuclear markers (Navajas & Fenton 2000; Cruickshank 2002).
Nuclear and mitochondrial markers reveal information on different time scales of
diversification; nuclear sequences are highly conserved, following evolutionary
change at the level of mite species (Navajas et al. 2000). Nuclear sequences, such as
ribosomal internal transcribed spacers (ITS1 and ITS2), or loci underlying highly
conserved metabolic enzymes, discriminate well between species of tetranychid
spider mites, as they are highly uniform across populations of the same species but
differ between species, regardless of the host from which the populations were
collected (Tsagkarakou et al. 1999; Tsagkarakou et al. 2002; Navajas & Boursot
2003; Matsuda et al. 2013). However, there are also quite a few reports showing
patterns of variation within these nuclear loci within species, following ecological
adaptation to different host species (Osakabe & Komazaki 1996; Ben-David et al.
2007; Hurtado et al. 2008). Nuclear markers that extend to larger areas of the
genome, such as amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) or
microsatellites, have also shown nuclear differentiation associated with host
association in T. urticae populations (Weeks et al. 2000; Nishimura et al. 2005).
Because extensive polymorphisms within mite species in mitochondrial marker
genes compared to large homogeneity of nuclear genes have been reported,
mitochondrial sequences are thought to evolve faster than nuclear sequences. As
such, they should capture variation within species, following microevolutionary
changes related to host association or local adaptation. However, the cytochrome
oxidase subunit 1 (CO1) locus, a highly used genetic marker for DNA barcoding,
shows complex patterns in herbivorous mites. Variation at this locus does not seem
7
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to follow host adaptation, as found in sequence comparisons from populations
collected from different host plants across the world (Navajas 1998; Xie et al. 2006;
Calatayud et al. 2016). Moreover, available CO1 sequences of closely related species
from the genus Tetranychus show a history of introgression and polyphyly reflected
in mitochondrial sequences (Matsuda et al. 2014; Matsuda et al. 2018). The pattern
was further confounded by the wrong annotation of available sequences before the
revision of Ros and Breeuwer (2007) and de Mendoça et al. (2011).

Reproductive isolation between host-associated mite populations
Herbivorous mites sustain high levels of gene flow between populations, as shown
by inter-populational crosses which exhibit similar fitness as intra-populational
crosses (Gomi & Gotoh 1996; Yuan et al. 2010). Inferring genetic differentiation by
means of reproductive compatibility essays also gives us the opportunity to assess
the role of ecological adaptation in promoting reproductive barriers within species.
Genetic incompatibilities can contribute to the maintenance of different mite
genotypes in sympatry, by producing sterile hybrids with a lower fitness than their
progenitors (Fry 1989). Host races of T. kanzawai show evidence of genetic
structuring, yet the patterns of reproductive compatibility between them suggest
that gene flow is prevalent between some populations, but not between other
populations (Gomi & Gotoh 1996; Nishimura et al. 2003). Similarly, in T. urticae,
genetic incompatibilities between populations are often but not always reported,
as this species harbours large genetic variation, some of it functional, within and
between populations (de Boer 1980; de Boer 1981; de Boer 1982a, b; Fytrou &
Tsagkarakou 2014). Incompatibilities are apparent, but not widespread, in crosses
between different populations that differ in colouration and diapause incidence
(Gotoh & Tokioka 1996). Similarly, crosses between host-associated populations
result in hybrid breakdown (Gotoh et al. 1993; Gotoh et al. 1995; Gotoh & Tokioka
1996; Sugasawa et al. 2002). However, two main factors confound most of the
literature regarding reproductive compatibility in mites. First, many herbivorous
mite species are haplodiploid. Populations of haplodiploid taxa may be prone to
rapid diversification due to the quick purge of deleterious alleles due to Muller’s
ratchet (Egas et al. 2002; Knegt et al. 2017). This process may facilitate the fixation
of genetic variants that arise due to drift or to processes other than host adaptation,
making it difficult to use reproductive compatibility assays to assess host-related
differentiation, specially without knowledge of the genotype of each experimental
population. Similarly, mitochondrial-nuclear interactions may drive rapid
population differentiation in haplodiploids in cases where selection targets traits
that require the concerted action of mitochondrial and nuclear loci (Burton et al.
8
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2013; Gibson et al. 2013; Hill 2015). Second, most studies quantifying population
differentiation using reproductive compatibility were performed before the
discovery of different strains of bacterial endosymbionts that are able to alter
reproductive patterns in mites (Breeuwer & Werren 1990; Ros et al. 2009; Suh et al.
2015). Without a proper diagnosis of the infection status of experimental
populations, population divergence assays might be confounded by the presence of
endosymbionts that also cause reproductive incompatibility.

Mechanisms of adaptation in herbivorous mites
Host preference can play a pivotal role in the evolutionary divergence of hostassociated mite populations (Agrawal 2000). Tetranychus kanzawai populations
that are collected from different hosts have preferences for a common set of host
species, but each population also prefers a subset of hosts on which their fitness is
higher than on other hosts (Gomi & Gotoh 1996). Greenhouse T. urticae populations
associated with either tomato or cucumber can learn to discriminate between host
species and choose for the host on which they perform better, based upon previous
experience (Gotoh et al. 1993; Egas & Sabelis 2001; Agrawal et al. 2002; Magowski
et al. 2003). A proposed mechanism for the observed cases of adaptive learning is
the induction of resistance mechanisms against plant metabolites upon previous
exposure to those hosts (Magowski et al. 2003; Wybouw et al. 2019a). Still, evidence
on the incidence of mechanisms that facilitate host preference in field spider mite
populations is scarce.
The annotation of the genome of T. urticae revealed molecular adaptations to a
generalist lifestyle, including large radiations of gene families potentially involved in
the chemoreception, detoxification, transport and degradation of allelochemicals
(Grbic et al. 2011; Altincicek et al. 2012; Santamaria et al. 2012; Wybouw et al. 2012;
Dermauw et al. 2013; Wybouw et al. 2014; Ngoc et al. 2016). In addition, empirical
evidence showing that tetranychid mites inject salivary proteins into the plant
before ingesting the cell contents is growing (Jonckheere et al. 2016; Villarroel et al.
2016). These proteins interact with targets in the plants, which can result in the
altered expression of plant defence pathways and products (Alba et al. 2015; Kant
et al. 2015b). Tomato specialists such as T. evansi or certain populations of T. urticae
can suppress tomato defences, ultimately increasing herbivore fitness on
suppressed hosts (Sarmento et al. 2011a; Alba et al. 2015). The salivary proteome
of T. urticae varies according to the host they feed from (Jonckheere et al. 2018),
but it is yet unclear whether and how natural selection pressure from the host
targets these molecules.
9
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By far, most knowledge on the molecular bases of mite adaptation comes from
studies focused on acaricide resistance. The feeding behaviour of herbivorous mites
results in large crop yield losses across many agricultural systems (Migeon et al.
2010). This has led to the widespread use of chemical control agents: 2013, the
world-wide sales of acaricide compounds was approximately 900 million € (Euro),
which may actually be an underestimation, as broad-spectrum insecticides are often
used against mites (Van Leeuwen et al. 2015). Mites can readily evolve high levels
of resistance after the introduction of a novel compound (Van Leeuwen et al. 2015;
Van Leeuwen & Dermauw 2016; Sparks et al. 2020). Several mechanisms of
resistance have been described and some functionally validated in T. urticae,
including members of classic detoxification enzyme families, such as cytochrome
P450s,
glutathione-S-transferases,
and
carboxyl/cholinesterases
(Van
Nieuwenhuyse et al. 2009; Van Leeuwen et al. 2010; Khajehali et al. 2011; Dermauw
et al. 2012; Van Leeuwen et al. 2012; Demaeght et al. 2014; Riga et al. 2014; Pavlidi
et al. 2015; Bajda et al. 2017; Mermans et al. 2017; Riga et al. 2017; Schlachter et
al. 2019; Wybouw et al. 2019b). Transmembrane transporters have also been found
to have a role in acaricide resistance, likely aiding in the sequestration or excretion
of allelochemicals (Dermauw et al. 2013). Genome sequencing has also facilitated
the identification of resistant T. urticae populations with different allelic variants at
the sites targeted by acaricides. The occurrence of functional variation in pesticide
resistance in natural mite populations does not show patterns of association with
plant species in the field (İnak et al. 2019). A scenario that may explain the rapid
evolution of pesticide resistance in mites is that selection from host plant
allelochemicals may contribute to the maintenance of functional genetic variation
in traits related to pesticide resistance (Dermauw et al. 2018; Hardy et al. 2018).
Current evidence to support this claim is that many pesticides are based on organic
molecules that also occur in chemically defended plant species, and that
herbivorous mites that are highly polyphagous are also highly resistant to pesticides
with different modes of action (Dermauw et al. 2018; Hawkins et al. 2019).
However, the role of host plant in the maintenance of functional variants related to
pesticide or to plant allelochemical metabolism in natural mite populations is not
known. Thus, advancing fundamental knowledge on the evolution of host plant use
and its molecular targets can also provide applied knowledge that can be used to
improve pest management.
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Thesis motivation and study system
The main motivation behind this dissertation is to understand how phytophagous
mites evolve. Many questions regarding the contribution of host adaptation to
herbivore trait evolution and species diversity can be answered by focusing on
mites. For instance, do chemical plant defences contribute to the evolution of trait
and species diversity in mites? If so, is there functional variation in mite populations
in nature upon which selection from their host defences can act? How does this
contribute to reproductive isolation? And how does it contribute to pesticide
resistance? Which mechanisms are involved? Furthermore, how do extreme
generalists exploit their hosts? Are generalists formed by complexes of
inconspicuous host races that have adapted and partially diverged on different
hosts? Can we find evidence for that in nature? These are the main questions that
motivate the research presented in this dissertation.

Study organism: Tetranychus urticae
The two-spotted spider mite, Tetranychus urticae, is an ideal organism to
experimentally tackle the research questions presented above. Spider mites build
large populations on their host plants in a short amount of time, and experiments
from the individual to the population level can be performed with high numbers of
replicates in the laboratory and in the greenhouse (Helle & Sabelis 1985; Belliure et
al. 2010; Kurlovs et al. 2019). In T. urticae, developmental time from egg to adult
includes one larval and two nymphal stages, each followed by a quiescent stage,
and it occurs in approximately 12 to 14 days depending on environmental
conditions (Helle & Sabelis 1985). This species has a haplodiploid sex determination
system, with females developing from fertilized diploid eggs and males from
unfertilized haploid eggs (Helle & Sabelis 1985; Li & Margolies 1993). First-male
sperm precedence is largely predominant in this species; the sperm that fertilizes a
female’s batch of eggs belongs to the first male that copulate with her (Helle &
Sabelis 1985). Before emerging from the last quiescent juvenile stage, the
teleochrysalis, virgin females are guarded by one or more males, who often engage
in male - male competitions to mate with the female as soon as she emerges (Satoh
et al. 2001). The physical differences between a male and a female teleiochrysalis
facilitates separating individual virgin females, who will only lay male, haploid eggs
that result from the recombination of the female’s diploid genome. Thus, motherson matings can be used to create iso-female lines in the laboratory, fixing the
genetic variants of different individuals or different populations that can then be
genotyped and phenotyped.
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Tetranychus urticae is also used as a study system in this dissertation because of its
polyphagous feeding lifestyle. This spider mite is considered an extremely generalist
herbivore, being reported to feed on more than a thousand species belonging to
over one hundred plant families, many of which are agricultural crops (Migeon et
al. 2010). Larvae, juvenile nymphs and adults actively feed from the cellular content
of the leaves of their host plants using stylet-like mouthparts, which often results in
the overexploitation of their hosts (Bensoussan et al. 2016). The mechanisms by
which T. urticae is potentially able to exploit so many host plant species include
large expansions, some of them species-specific, of a repertoire of chemosensory,
detoxification and transport proteins in their genome (Grbic et al. 2011; Dermauw
et al. 2013; Ngoc et al. 2016; Snoeck et al. 2018). Moreover, T. urticae regulates the
expression of salivary proteins that are injected into their host plants when they are
feeding from different host plant species (Jonckheere et al. 2016; Jonckheere et al.
2018). Some of these salivary proteins can potentially act similarly to the effector
molecules of plant pathogens, which suppress certain targets of the enzymatic
pathways that lead to the build-up of plant defences (Glas et al. 2014; Alba et al.
2015; Villarroel et al. 2016). Despite advancing in the characterization of
mechanisms involved in plant-mite interactions, the evolutionary origins of these
processes remain poorly understood. As I have presented in the previous section
(see the section ‘Adaptation and divergence in herbivorous mites’), evidence of
whether T. urticae is a collection of host races that have specialised on different
plant species is conflicting, largely because the idea is often challenged by the
scarcely available molecular evidence of population structure associated to host
adaptation (Navajas 1998; Calatayud et al. 2016).

Molecular characterization of spider mite evolution
In this dissertation, I aim to investigate evolutionary divergence in spider mite
populations by genotyping individuals and by sequencing the genomes of natural
populations. As discussed above, evidence of genetic divergence due to host
adaptation in mites is limited. So far, few genetic markers have been used, which
do not seem to capture variation between host-associated populations of a species:
conserved nuclear sequences, such as ITS1-2, often show large species-wide
homogeneity, and mitochondrial sequences, such as CO1, do not differ between
spider mite populations collected from different host species (Navajas et al. 1996;
Navajas 1998; Navajas et al. 1998; Navajas & Fenton 2000; Cruickshank 2002). This
is also true of spider mite populations collected from similar host species across the
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globe (Calatayud et al. 2016). However, very little research has focused on
investigating variation within populations of spider mites (but see: de Boer 1980;
Weeks et al. 2000; Ben-David et al. 2007; Hurtado et al. 2008; Kant et al. 2008). In
addition, most research has focused on mite populations collected from
greenhouses or those that are associated with crop fields, which may not be
appropriate environments to investigate evolutionary processes in mites. This is due
to artificial selection pressures associated to crop management, such as crop and
soil rotation, the constant use of pesticides, and the possibility that spider mites are
transported globally along with agricultural products, which can influence genetic
patterns between mite populations upon hybridization. Therefore, exploring
patterns of intraspecific variation within and between spider mite populations using
rapidly evolving genetic markers, such as mitochondrial sequences, can potentially
be informative to understand the evolution of host adaptation in mites in nature.
The use of next generation sequencing technology to understand adaptation and
speciation in natural populations of herbivorous arthropods has gained momentum
in the last decade (Ehrenreich et al. 2010; Nadeau & Jiggins 2010; Stapley et al.
2010; Schneeberger 2014; Egan et al. 2015b; Doellman et al. 2019). The array of
genomic tools developed for T. urticae has expanded since the sequencing of its
genome by Grbic et al. (2011), but most of the studies that have inferred genetic
evolution have focused on acaricide resistance (Van Leeuwen et al. 2010; Demaeght
et al. 2014; Van Leeuwen & Dermauw 2016; Kurlovs et al. 2019; Wybouw et al.
2019a). By coupling artificial selection experiments and novel bioinformatical
analytical approaches, Kurlovs et al. (2019) have developed a technique based on a
bulked segregant analysis (BSA), in which allele frequencies between control and
selected populations are compared along the entire genome of T.urticae in order to
identify quantitative trait loci (QTL). The resolution to which the BSA technique can
map adaptive traits is very precise, as mapping of acaricide resistance traits and
traits related to diapause have been mapped within relatively few base pairs from
causal loci (for example, Snoeck et al. 2019; Wybouw et al. 2019a). Thanks to the
large number of BSA experiments performed on T. urticae, Wybouw et al. (2019a)
have been able to largely validate the three chromosome conformation that was
previously proposed (Helle & Sabelis 1985). In addition, the development of
genome-wide linkage maps in this species has also resulted in high-resolution
mapping of acaricide resistant traits (Sugimoto et al. 2020), and it has confirmed for
the most part the three pseudochromosome arrangement (Wybouw et al. 2019a).
In the same study, Wybouw et al. (2019a) aimed to map QTLs related to adaptation
to tomato in T. urticae using the BSA technique; despite finding a significant QTL for
13
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tomato adaptation, the genomic region where it resided was very large, and
resolution was thus not fine enough to pinpoint a particular target of adaptation.
Thus, replicating and expanding the BSA technique to study host adaptation of T.
urticae to other hosts, for example other Solanum species, can confirm or expand
the insights of Wybouw et al. (2019a). Genetic screening of single individuals from
nature, genome sequencing of field-derived populations and mapping of QTLs in
experimental settings will thus be used to study the evolutionary ecology of T.
urticae in this dissertation (Grbic et al. 2007; Belliure et al. 2010; Grbic et al. 2011;
Van Leeuwen et al. 2013; Fellous et al. 2014; Kurlovs et al. 2019).

General outline of the thesis
In this dissertation, I use the plant - T. urticae system to study the role of plant - mite
interactions in mite adaptation and diversification. Specifically, I aim i) to investigate
the ecological and molecular patterns of intraspecific divergence related to host
plant adaptation in natural mite populations, ii) to identify and characterize host
adaptation traits in mite populations, and iii) to identify the molecular basis of
adaptive mite phenotypes. To overcome research bias while nominating candidate
traits as adaptive, I focus on aims i and ii in natural populations of spider mites. In
this dissertation, I will argue that focusing on natural populations is imperative in
order to develop an unbiased understanding of the mechanisms and consequences
of host adaptation.
In Chapter 2, I ask whether evidence of host-associated genetic structure can be
inferred from mite populations in nature. To do so, I integrate multiple lanes of
evidence to infer the extent of intraspecific divergence within and between T.
urticae populations. Extensive genotyping of mite individuals from the field across
three consecutive years is performed using a single mitochondrial genetic marker,
namely CO1. This field research is coupled with bioassays with whole genome
sequencing of field-derived mite lines to obtain single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and perform population genomics on the resulting dataset. With this
approach, I investigate the extent of host specialization, genetic divergence and
reproductive isolation between sympatric mite populations inhabiting multiple host
species.
In Chapter 3, I delve into the factors that lead to the formation of mite host races
due to plant-mite interactions. I characterize the interaction between sympatric
mite genotypes and wild honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum), a widespread host
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in the dune ecosystem of the Netherlands that harbours a host specialized race of
T. urticae. I quantify the mechanisms of host exploitation and the mechanisms of
plant defence response when attacked by specialist and generalist mite genotypes.
In addition, I quantify the contribution of host-mediated mechanisms that
contribute to the reproductive isolation of sympatric mite genotypes.
In Chapter 4, I review the physiological, ecological and evolutionary mechanisms
(and their consequences) of plant defence suppression in spider mites. To do so, I
review the available literature regarding effector biology in spider mites, and the
mechanisms that allow for the maintenance of plant defence suppression traits
within an ecological and evolutionary context.
In Chapters 5 and 6, I couple experimental evolutionary assays with bulk segregant
analyses to map the genomic location and molecular bases of host plant adaptation
and pesticide resistance in T. urticae. I conduct long term evolutionary experiments
with different sources of selection. in Chapter 5, I use abamectin, a macrocylic
lactone compound that disrupts cellular respiration functions in mites, fenbutatin
oxide, an organotin compound that disrupts neural and motor functions in mites,
and potato (Solanum tuberosum), a host that contains a large array of potential antiherbivory secondary metabolites (Adamski et al. 2014; Sparks et al. 2020). In
Chapter 6, I use three mitochondrial electron transport chain inhibitors of Class I
(METI-I) as sources of selection, namely fenpyroximate, tebufenpyrad, and
pyridaben. I investigate the molecular targets of selection by analysing the
differences in allele frequencies between control and selected populations with
bioinformatic pipelines developed by colleagues from Gent University.
In Chapter 7, I summarize and integrate the findings from the previous chapters,
address the main questions of this dissertation, identify knowledge gaps, and
present future perspectives in the study of adaptation and speciation in plant herbivore interactions.
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